PAPER GIFT BAG WITH CARD HANGER
BY KATE MORGAN (INSPIRED BY RHONDA WADE)
Start with 2 pieces of 12” x 12” Designer Series Paper that are the same pattern.
One piece of 12” x 12”, cut down to 8” x 12” (make sure the pattern runs the right
way). Keep this extra strip for later!
Place the 8” edge to the top of the scoreboard. This will be the top of the bag.
You need to score 1” in, on both sides. The top also needs to be scored at 1” and
then 3” at the bottom.
Using scissors, cut the 3” end up to the score line to create 2 tabs (see below).
Burnish all score lines. The top of the bag folds to the outside and the sides and
bottom inwards. Add some Tear & Tape as shown on the underside at the top of
the bag. Remove the paper off the tape and seal firmly.
Add two strips of Tear & Tape along the edge of the score lines as shown in pic.3.
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Fold the two tabs in, remove the cover off the tape and seal the bottom flap up.
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Take the 12” x 12” and score at 3” in from both sides and 3” at the bottom. Score 1” at the top of the bag. Repeat the
process for the 1” top flap of the bag by adding Tear & Tape and sealing it. Cut the bottom tabs up to the first score
line.

Add Tear & Tape as shown below to the inside of the bottom panel. Fold the 2 tabs in and seal the bottom of the box.

It will now look like this standing up. Add one more strip of Tear & Tape and then carefully place the 8”x12” one inside
to create the box. Press all the parts where the Tear & Tape is firmly.
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Take a piece of black card 5½” x 2¼”. Place the Classic Label punch in as far as it will go and line up the left side of the
card with the edge of the punch. Press. Now move the punch across to the centre and punch, then to the other side of
the card, lining up the right side of the punch with the edge of the card.

Now add a strip of Tear & Tape as shown

Adhere it to the front of your box, lining it up under the folded top panel and in the centre.
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Now to make the card:
Take a piece of A6 Rich Razzleberry card (5⅞” x 4⅛”). This is the card base.
Take the 4” x 12” strip of DSP and cut it down to 4” x 11¼” then score at 5⅝”. Adhere to your card base.
I added a strip of Rich Razzleberry card 4” x 1¼” to the front of the card and tied some Rich Razzleberry Velvet Ribbon
around the card and tied it in a bow. I punched a Whisper White 2” circle and added the stamped images using the
Make a Difference stamp set and the Stamparatus (more on this later). Add this with dimensionals and the front is
done! I also added a piece of Whisper White card to the inside of the card to write on and glued the extra strip of DSP
at the top.

Now just place the card in the holder and fill your bag with whatever you desire!
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